Certified digital workflows integrate your manufacturing, business and production processes for corrugated profitability and growth. EFI’s Corrugated Packaging Suite is a ground-breaking, comprehensive portfolio designed specifically for the corrugated industry comprised of scalable, integrated, solutions that provide out-of-the-box value for sheet plants, box plants and sheet feeders.

**Corrugated Packaging Suite’s key components**

With the EFI™ Manufacturing Execution System (MES) at its core, the Corrugated Packaging Suite improves visibility, communication, and performance through end-to-end workflows designed to optimize resources, eliminate manual touchpoints, reduce waste, grow revenue and boost the bottom line of your business.

- Process reliability, real-time visibility from planning to shipment
- Transportation and fulfillment tracking
- Request for quote management
- End-to-end supply chain management
- Manage job costs, orders and just-in-time inventory
- Friendly and convenient mobile reporting
- Order promising and scheduling accuracy, intelligent routing
- Ease of deployment, minimal disruption

**Corrugated Packaging Suite’s key components**

EFI Corrugated Business System – a fully integrated browser-based business system for the corrugated manufacturing and folding carton industries.

Dynamically build fast, accurate specifications for the entire manufacturing and shipping process: intelligent routing, cost estimating, materials management, shipping and tracking information and warehousing.
Real-time corrugator production information with EFI CorrLink

- Increase production
- Improve corrugator and crew efficiency
- Reduce manufacturing costs
- Improve facility decision-making

Supply chain execution that fits your business with EFI CorrChain

- Collaborative, secure and automated,
- Connect with your customers and suppliers to help you build dynamic supply chains
- Increase visibility and drive transactional efficiencies

Order promising and plant scheduling with EFI CorrPlan

- Determine the most efficient and profitable manufacturing schedule
- Schedule ASAP or Just In Time (JIT) at the touch of a button
- Highlight interdependencies within an order

 EFI Auto-Count 4D shop floor data collection

- Automatically collect accurate, real-time production data including counts, status, speed and waste

 EFI Fiery XB server integration

- Unmatched digital workflow automation meeting the demands of job control, faster turnaround times and output quality

What you need today and in the future

Scalable modules for roll stock management, roll stock analysis and forecasting that give ultimate flexibility for building sustainable growth.

EFI fuels success.

We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 800-875-7117 for more information.